1/19/20 - Episode #3
Culture: The seven little letters that can make or break your business
Healthy or toxic? A courageous conversation about culture and how it affects your customers and what you can do to change it, for good.

Welcome to MFG OUT LOUD and another courageous conversation about sales and marketing for manufacturers. If you’re new here, welcome! This is the place where we say the things out loud that everyone’s been thinking about. 

Let’s set the CONTEXT:
Healthy or toxic? Which word best describes your company culture?

In the last episode we talked about the power of reigniting the spark of your brand to experience huge growth.  
And, that one of the biggest things holding manufacturers back is CULTURE. 
Definition Time:  What is culture & why is it so important to understand & curate? (great definition from a recent Forbes article I read: company culture is something that is pre-existing in your company’s genetic code; it’s not something that employees bring with them.   Not every business was blessed with the foresight to completely flesh out a long-term plan for company growth and culture. While there are plenty of companies out there that would love nothing more than to have you pay them for a “company culture audit,” the far easier – and cheaper – method is to simply take a look around. 
  
We’ve both experienced this and more than once! Company engages us to consult; help them rebrand or shore up their brand foundation or build a better marketing system… 
Upstairs/downstairs, us/them, family members competing against each other, cancerous employees that infest entire departments 


CHALLENGE/BELIEF:
Culture is the same as our history, right? 
Sure, we have culture...just look at all of the posters on the walls. 
I don’t have time for that touchy-feely crap, we’ve got to get parts out the door. 
Everybody I ask says the culture’s fine. 

ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM:
How do you know if your culture is healthy or toxic? 
What if a family member is a main contributor?  (challenging dynamic; blinders) 
You lose all credibility if you preach transparency, respect, and fairness, but allow the antics of someone with the right last name to be ignored. (EX: Manufacturer I know fired his own son and gained enormous credibility and altered the course of their growth) 


ACTION:
So, what can manufacturers do to change this? To overcome and really thrive?
Benchmark:   
What does a good healthy culture look like?! (Westminster Tool, Hieatt Denim in Wales) 
Create structure around building & maintaining your culture...start every meeting with a statement of values. 
It’s easier to do this when you’re small...how does a large manufacturer accomplish this? 
Culture can scale; top down, inside/out 
Marketing strategy should include internal marketing objectives and tactics to keep employees informed, motivated, appreciated, and included 
Action speaks louder than words; honor your commitment (stop having meetings about meetings and annual planning days that feel like GroundHog Day and never result in change; Speed and agility are more important than ever; be able to shift up mid-stream 
Have each of your leaders report 2-3 culture-related tasks they’re working on each week for you to review & support (or provide clarity/focus) 
 

WRAP UP:
-As always, thank you for listening and being part of this tribe. 

If you’re not already, please subscribe to this podcast. And sharing is caring, so tell a colleague to tune in because it’s the best 15 minutes they’ll spend on their business all week.

Remember to keep manufacturing out loud! We need you!

